
Legend has it, if you give a Goblin a button, they will be your
friend for all time, in this life and the next. A friend to
adventure and observe all the realms with. 

Goblin Runes were created for and inspired by our good Goblin
friend Meechelle. The Shoppe Goblin. We adore all the Goblin-y
goodness that they behold. Our love of their Goblin-y goodness
*sometimes grumpiness* lead us to conjure these runes, inspired by
all the greatest Goblin keepsakes. 

You fine Goblin folk are in for an absolute treat. 

Whether you’d like to gift a set to your favourite Goblin, or
hoard them for yourself. There is much magic and insight to be
gleaned when tossing a lot of Goblin Runes. 

This legend is a companion piece to your Goblin Runes. The
Shoppe Goblin and us here at Heathen Moon have pondered and
plucked the metaphysical meanings and associations of each Goblin
Rune from the ethers of energy and spirit. 

Each holds it’s own unique energy in relation to Goblin experiences
Earthside and Spiritside. 
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We sat for some time, charged, held, adventured, stirred and
experienced each Rune as it feels within our spirit as well as
within the physical realm. Meaning: we went frog searching, bee
observing, rock collecting and safety pin saving for each of the
Runes represented.  

Your own Goblin flow will ensure you make your Goblin Rune
casting your own. We worked with Meechelle and our own use of
Goblin Runes for what each Rune means, but they are not set in
stone and like throwing bones, their meanings can evolve over
time as well!  

As with any spiritual tool, your own consideration and intuition
can come into play. If you see BEE and think *ouch*, because bee
stings, and maybe you haven’t been held by a community well,
then use this personal experience and gnosis to delve into the
most accurate and introspective Goblin Rune reading for you.

May your pockets be full of treasures and much Goblin Lint.  

In Wild Goblin Wonderment, 

Amanda, Meechelle & Ryan  
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Find us @theshoppegoblin
&

@_heathenmoon_
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Goblin Runes

Bones

Bones & Stones

 Shadow work, internal efforts & energy.
Foundation 

Tooth
Bite, getting to the meat of an issue. Lore.
Storytelling. Mindful Communication. 

Stones
Sturdy, earthy, 
between a rock and a hard place.
Comfortable pressure.   
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Goblin Runes Goblin Lint 

Coin
Prosperity, nostalgia. 
If you have a yes or no question flip this Rune for
your answer. Penny is Tails, Sigil is Heads. 

Buttons
Mending, fixing, new perspectives.
Latch: access point to a liminal space 

Bottle Cap
Using the tools you have, a treat, opening,
consuming, treasure keeping.  
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Goblin Runes No Lickems 

Frog 
Abundance, transformation, cycles, leap. 

Bee
Community, expressive communication
support, self care 

Mushroom
Growth, rebirth/recycling, nourishment,
networks, interconnectedness.
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Goblin Runes Functional Danger 

Safety Pin
Mending, versatility, closure, adaptability.  

Scissors 
Cord cutting, energetic hygiene, releasing, 
unveiling.

Spoon 
Personal energy levels, reminder, over
extension, social boundaries, preservation.  
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Goblin Runes Pretty Pointy 

Crystal 
Enjoy earthly & material adornments, recognition of connection to spirit.   
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